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Photons have several potential advantages for quantum computing, most notably room-temperature operation,” said Galan Moody, an assistant professor of electrical
and computer engineering (ECE). “They

satellite communications in the early
A GLASGOW start-up is leading a consortium of research partners in developing a satellite surveillance and data gathering system that provides

galan moody receives prestigious nsf early career award
The Latest on the continuing violence between Israel and Gaza's militant Hamas rulers amid the latest escalation in the Middle East: GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — Israeli
warplanes have struck several

glasgow satellite firm r3-iot leads fish farm early warning system move
The service plans to use limited amounts of low- and medium-Earth orbit satellite links as part of its next iteration of tactical network tools.

the latest: israeli airstrikes hit buildings, roads in gaza
The one thing that underpins every single tech giant in the world is experiencing a shortage--twice over. Semiconductors—some call the

how commercial satellite constellations fit into the army’s future tactical network designs
The four yellow objects at the front represent the POPPY 8 signals intelligence satellites that for the first time had a mission of locating Soviet ships at sea by detecting
their radar emissions.

how a helium shortage could put the brakes on the tech boom
Canada-based manufacturing and logistics firm Geometric Energy Corporation will be launching a Dogecoin-funded payload on one of SpaceX’s first rockets to the
moon. In a Sunday announcement from

spybirds: poppy 8 and the dawn of satellite ocean surveillance
SpaceX launching satellite Doge-1 to the moon next year - Mission paid for in Doge - 1st crypto in space - 1st meme in space', Musk said in a tweet just hours after
dismissing Dogecoin as a 'hustle'

literally to the moon — spacex payload funded by doge plans to reach lunar orbit in 2022
BEIJING — Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi has called on the U.N. Security Council to seek an early de-escalation of violence between Israel and Gaza's Hamas
rulers. He also blamed the U.S. for the

elon musk's spacex says it will accept dogecoin cryptocurrency as payment to launch a 'doge-1 mission to the moon' next year
Elon Musk's SpaceX is sending a satellite name DOGE-1 to the Moon — and the launch will be paid for entirely in Dogecoin. The DOGE-1 Mission to the Moon will see a
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket deliver a

the latest: china calls for un council action, slams us
The meme-based cryptocurrency has gained further traction as Elon Musk ’s SpaceX will be launching a new Dogecoin-paid mission. “DOGE-1 Mission to the Moon”
will launch in the first quarter of 2022,

spacex is launching a dogecoin-funded satellite to the moon
SpaceX launched 60 more Starlinks into orbit Tuesday. The devices soared into space atop a a recycled Falcon 9 rocket that has been used in three previous missions.

dogecoin to go to the moon next year as spacex accepts doge as payment for new mission
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is condemning the “anarchy” of Jewish-Arab violence in cities across the country after a day of tumultuous unrest.
Netanyahu said Wednesday that “nothing

liftoff! spacex launches 60 new starlink satellites into orbit aboard a recycled falcon 9 rocket named after the millennium falcon from star wars
Canadian firm Geometric Energy Corp is planning to launch a 40-kilogram satellite, funded entirely by the meme-inspired crypto, as part of a
dogecoin heads to the moon, literally
Using a new database, activists are tracing the many thousands of people who have gone missing inside the ‘hermit kingdom’. Can they succeed?
the digital detectives searching for north korea’s disappeared
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